NETWORKS
Stratton Student Center, first floor.

By CHRISTOPHER J. ANDREWS, PETER T. DONN, and MICHELLE P. PERRY

The only NAUTICAL ROOM in the Student Center - a small dining area in the only NAUTICAL ROOM in the Student Center - is in danger of sinking unless all hands put in a redoubled effort to keep Networks afloat.

The idea - a student restaurant where students can relax over a more flavorful, more carefully prepared meal in a convenient location - is a fine one, and really belongs in a Student Center designed to enrich the lives of the MIT community and foster socialization. After a week in operation, though, the physical realization of MIT's lofty plans leaves much to be desired. The service is erratic; food arrives slowly and isn't hot from the grill, and it isn't always very tasty, either.

Networks offers a full menu of predominantly seafood dishes, prepared individually and served by a full waitstaff. The cost of meals (which may be a lunch, dinner, or a late snack) - Networks is open until 10 pm can be charged to each diner's Validine card; server's tips can be charged as well. (The selection of wines and beers is limited, and not heavy on the garlic.)

The open, airy design, finished with white pine, suggests that most food offerings - Legal Seafoods has hotter, excellent broiled fish at lower prices. The biggest complaints are slow service, lukewarm food, and not heavy on the garlic. A quick summary of Networks is that it's OK, perhaps not worth the price (dinner will cost $15 for entree and soft drink to as much as $30 for appetizer, entre, dessert, and wine). A convenient restaurant is a good idea, and perhaps the service will improve, but fishermen would do better at many other seafood establishments - Legal Seafoods has better, fresher, better-tasting fish at comparable prices, and Dolphin Seafoods, two-thirds of the way to Harvard Square, offers excellent, broiled fish at lower prices.
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...WE MAKE CONNECTIONS!

Freshmen! Want an exciting program? This spring, join ISP!

ISP has space for new members... SO:

- Come to our OPEN HOUSE, Friday, December 9th. 200-208... 3-5PM
- Visit our lab!
- See... Taste... Touch Cuisine from different cultures. We make it on our own too! Metalstamping and metal sculpting done by this term's ISPs
- Previews of Coming Attractions!

- Timepieces, Motorcycles, Computers past and present rosembled, disassembled, reassembled before your very eyes!
- HASS E. 18, 02, 802 staff and tutors, current ISPs
- Bring your friends!

The MIT Community is Cordially Invited to a Messiah Sing

Friday, Dec. 9
3:30 - 5:30 pm
Mezzanine Lounge
Student Center

Sponsored by the Lutheran-Episcopal Ministry at MIT